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New York State Attorney General Elliot Spitzer spoke at a conference last week at Baruch
College. (Photo/ www.srimedia.com/artman/publish/ article_547.shtml)

By MATTHEW FURLEITER
New York State Attorney General Eliot
Spitzer addressed members of the business
elite, Baruch faculty and students as part of the
Center for Financial Integrity and School of
Public Affairs co-sponsored conference on
“New Pressures on Nonprofit Boards: An
Action Plan on February 19th.”
Spitzer has earned a reputation in the business world as the “Sheriff of Wall Street.” In
2001, he uncovered a scheme in which Merrill
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Lynch was, in effect, blackmailing companies
into building its client base by artificially
undervaluing stocks. Other manipulations of
reported stock potentials revealed that financial
advisors were betraying investors trust in order
to secure larger profits.
The only people who know how to run a
company are the people in the company”,” said
Spitzer. “Analysts’s reports should reflect what

On Thursday February 19, 2004, The
Newman Conference Center came alive with
the sounds of a musical celebration of Black
History Month. The tribute this time was made
not to an abolitionist or a radical political
leader, such as Frederick Douglass or Abraham
Lincoln, but to a song and its creator. From the
room full of about 250 students, faculty and
staff, that song’s words resonated through the
walls, and like visiting guest Jeff Bolding said,
was “heard all the way out to 23rd St.”
Dean Myrna Chase of the Weissman School
of Arts and Sciences welcomed the listeners
and spoke briefly about ideas, and the people
that turn those ideas into reality.
“A song becomes a culture and expresses an
idea,” said Chase. That song has been accepted
as the Black National Anthem for Black
Americans living in America in the early 1900s
and continues to be a song of the human spirit
that will not give in.
“Lift Every Voice and Sing” was the song and
writers James Weldon Johnson and John
Rosamond Johnson were praised for the words

After hearing concerns from students and
undergraduate senators about student to professor ratios, Undergraduate President Adrian
Lovell said last Tuesday that he plans to investigate the differences in class sizes within sections of the same courses in hopes of identifying the cause of the discrepancies.
As part of his investigation, Lovell plans to
talk with deans and college administrators to
determine whether the culmination of poor
scheduling of classes, lack of student input, and
budgetary limitations that affect the hiring of
new faculty and the expansion of the school are
at fault for the high number of students in certain class sections while other sections remain
virtually empty.
The concern over class sizes comes at a time
when the overall student enrollment at Baruch
College has slightly decreased in recent years.
Comparatively, the school has fewer students
this semester than it did in the Spring 2000
semester, while the number of professors has
increased within the same time frame.
In a series of interviews, Lovell confidently
asserted that, “There are more classes packed to
the [student] limit than there were before,” possibly indicating that there is either a shortage of
available course sections or that not enough of
those sections were open for registration within
the popular time slots in the scheduling grid.
During the February 10 Undergraduate Student
Government meeting, Lovell indicated that
some sections in the Law and Accountancy
courses exhibited high student head counts
while others did not.
Lovell also said that the newly designed
scheduling grid would help prevent disparities
by spreading more of the sections throughout
the day. But he said it would only help a limited number of students, and noted that he perceived it to have some flaws.
Despite his commitment to investigating the
issue, Lovell admitted that he does not know
the pervasiveness of this problem, nor which

courses exhibit the most student-professor ratio
disparities among its sections. He is currently
unable to gather student enrollment data from
the college’s databases.
Lovell noted that his concern encompasses all
courses, including those offered by the Zicklin
School, which raised the acceptance requirements for its undergraduate business major
applicants in Fall 2001.
Though not singling out the business school,
Lovell noted the apparent contradiction
between the decrease in the number of incoming Zicklin students and the sizes of business
classes. “If they’re lowering the amount of students they’re taking in, then how come the class
sizes seem to be getting bigger?”
There were approximately 5,600 undergraduate business students in Fall 2001, said James P.
Murphy, the vice president of undergraduate
admissions. By the Fall 2003 semester, that
number decreased by roughly 900, leaving a
total of about 4,700 business students. Though
last semester’s numbers were considerably
lower, Murphy noted that not all students wanting to enter the Zicklin School have completed
the mandatory pre-business courses.
Lovell, who is a mathematics major, added
that if class sizes are not staying at the same
levels as they were prior to new standards, then
the student/professor ratio should have shrunken because of the school’s increased recruitment of new faculty members in the last two
years.
Philis Zadra, the acting undergraduate assistant dean for the Zicklin School, disagrees with
Lovell, blaming his error on part of his lack of
data. Though she has not heard from Lovell
directly, she points that despite the stringent
requirements, “students are stepping up and
doing better” prior to enrolling in the school.
Of an estimated total 900 applicants that finished the new requirements, Zadra calculated
that only 35 were rejected for not meeting the
2.25 GPA on the mandatory eight business

One of Wall Street’s most powerful women
came to Baruch on February 18th, to discuss
leadership in the business world. Sallie
Krawcheck, Chairwoman and CEO of Smith
Barney, delivered the second of four lectures to
be held in the 2003-2004 Russell Banks CEO
Leadership Series, which is sponsored by the
“Executives On Campus” program.
Sarah Bartlett, a Business Journalism professor at Baruch and former editor of
Businessweek, conducted the conference.
The address, formatted as an interview rather
than a standard lecture, created a conversational atmosphere that gave Baruch’s undergraduate business majors and MBA candidates the
opportunity to hear a world-renowned CEO
speak candidly about her experiences managing
Wall Street’s largest brokerage.
Krawcheck spoke at length about the benefits
of obtaining an equity research analyst position.
“There is no better job,” she said. A research
analyst gathers extensive financial data about
particular stocks, and provides his or her brokerage’s clients with educated investment recommendations.
“This position is advantageous,” Krawcheck
said, “because it provides invaluable training
for those aiming to move into management.”
Given the unpredictable nature of the market,
“stock picking” is hardly an exact science.
“People always talk about the ‘home run,’”
Krawcheck said, “but analyzing is mostly a
game of singles and doubles.” Research analysts at Smith Barney have a healthy success
rate of approximately 54 percent.
“We pay our analysts for being right,” she
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On Business
Leadership
BY SEAN DONOVAN
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Lack of Funds Causes
NY State Attorney General Spitzer
Addresses Financial Integrity
Weissman Course Cancellations
By AARON SIEGEL
Many students enrolled in 3000 and 4000
level courses in the Weissman School of Arts
and Sciences were abruptly sent running when
they were informed of the mass cancellation of
classes within the school.
Dean of the Weissman School of Arts and
Sciences, Myrna Chase, decided that the recent
budget constraints for the college had to force a
mass cancellation of 17 upper level courses (54
total sections) due to stricter requirements with
the number of students that can be enrolled in a
specific course section.
The minimum enrollment for each class section in the Weissman School has shot up 66 percent over the past two years. The minimum
number of students in attendance stood
between ten and twelve students in Fall 2002,
reached 15 students in Fall 2003 and skyrocketed to 20 students at the onset of the Spring
2004 semester.
Chase noted that she was forced to up the
number to 20 in order to ensure that each professor was serving as large a student population
in order to be fiscally responsible.
She cited that the English, Mathematics and
Modern Languages (Italian and Japanese)

departments have taken major hits due to low
enrollment in each of the various specializations.
Many of the courses that were cancelled had
an enrollment of 17 or 18 students.
“It is a serious matter,” Chase said. “It is
harder for more full-time students to graduate
in four or five years.”
Many of the professors who lost the sections
that they were assigned to teach, ended up
teaching freshman and sophomore courses such
as Eng 2100, Eng 2150 and Eng/LTT 2800.
Students were not the only ones to scramble
after the decision. Many adjuncts lost jobs as
well in favor of full-time professors.
English Professor Bridgett Davis’s Advanced
Reporting 3500 course was cancelled two
weeks before the semester began.
“I called all the students in my section to get
them to take my English 4920 [Strategies of
Journalistic Writing] class. I was able to get it
to survive,” said Davis. “I was disappointed
and I was concerned about students’s ability to
take the courses that they need to graduate.”
Some students were able to take independent
study courses and others were sent scrambling
to alter their schedules at the last minute.

Zicklin School Increases Class
Sizes To Boost Efficiency
Continued from front
courses.
“The fact is that we’re not any smaller than we
were,” Zadra said, who admits that the students’s effort to meet the new requirements was
a pleasant surprise.
She also added that the decision to increase
current class sizes at the Zicklin School was a
conscious effort by the school to prevent weariness among the professors from having to
repeat lessons two or three times a day and to
improve the efficiency of the school by having
more students learn at the same time.
Though she acknowledges that there are benefits to reducing class sizes, she said the alternative, which is to sacrifice the simultaneous
learning by many students so that a handful
could be taught in a more intimate setting,
would have negative consequences to the college and students. Decreased funding from the
government to the school is one such consequence she mentioned.
Zadra also commented that although high student-professor ratios are a concern for some
students, she said that statistical studies have
not shown any indication that the learning
experience of a student sitting in an 80-person
lecture was significantly different from another
student sitting in a similar 25-person lecture.
Additionally, Zadra addressed the difficulties
in registering for sections that run during popular time slots and have already reached their
student limit. She said there was little for students to do – either take another open section,
or sign up for the waiting list that leaves room
for students who identify themselves as
evening or morning students.

Aside from the two alternatives, Zadra also
said she welcomes e-mails from undergraduate
students that inform her of what are ideal times
for students to attend future classes.
Robert Ducoffe, another associate dean from
the Zicklin School, explained the discrepancies
in student-professor ratios in terms of anticipating demand for specific college majors. As an
example, he noted that the increasing class
sizes for accounting courses naturally correlates with the growing number of students
majoring in that field. However, in order to
lower class sizes, he urged that recruitment of
new professors is vital, but noted that this is
typically a yearlong process.
Ducoffe affirmed, however, that the Zicklin
School has been aggressively hiring new faculty to alleviate the high student-professor ratios.
Also pointing to the Accountancy major
because of high student demand, Greg Price, an
associate registrar with information registration
scheduling, highlighted the severity of the
problem for Accountancy majors because of
high demand. Price added, however, that some
sections fill up faster than others on the account
of the popularity of the professor.
Although different accounts and explanations
are given to the inconsistencies, Lovell said he
is willing to admit that he may have been wrong
in indicating that section sizes should have
decreased after the requirements in the Zicklin.
School.
“The goal of all of this is not to antagonize the
Zicklin School, or antagonize anybody,” said
Lovell. “Its just to help them achieve what they
want to achieve, which is to improve the school
and to improve the quality of the Baruch student.”

USG Reshuffling
The Undergraduate Student Government
(USG) has undergone many changes in personnel over the past semester as well as the
first few weeks of the current semester.
Here is the updated list of the members of
the USG, the position that they hold and the
originally elected members from the last election in Spring 2003.

Lower Senators:
Liliana Chang (day), Victor Law (day),
Brian Phillip (day), Carl Joseph (day),
Alina Shatsun (evening), Keisha George (day),
Richard de la Cruz (evening), *Daniel
Slodynsky (day), *Omur Silit (eve), *Chrystal
Carlye (day), *Kelly Ifill (low), *Nazia (Amy)
Sapahal (day)

President: Adrian Lovell
Vice President: Mohammed Iqbal
Secretary: Erica Soto
Originally Elected: Claudia Martinez
Treasurer: Anthony Battle
Originally Elected: Tisha Teague
Upper Senators:
Kevin Baball, Ibrahim Lawal, Jodie Ann
Graham, Keston Barrow
Originally Elected: Kevin Baball, Erica
Soto, Ahmed Hossain, Larisa Rangin

*denotes senators who were elected at the last
meeting of the Undergraduate Student
Government
Originally Elected: Keston Barrow,
Liliana Chang, Keisha George, Carl Joseph,
Victor Law, Arlenis Adames, David Aminov,
Joseph Hsu, Brian Phillip, Christina Lewis,
Alina Shatsun, Veniese Smith

Continued from front
they actually believe.”
At the conference, accountability was the
word of the day. The Enrons, Tycos and
WorldComs popular for their indiscretions are
not alone in a torrent of indifference that has filtered into the top offices in America. The causes of this phenomenon are terrifying for they
echo a general disregard for integrity, which
has even reached high school students.
“We’ve been shaken out of it. I hope it lasts
long enough to spare us the downside of a
spasm of new allegations,” he said regarding
the many people who are now aware of the corruption in the business world.
“We need to resuscitate the participation of
these non-CEOs in the profit world,” said
Spitzer referring to shareholders and financial
officers, who hold a low profile in their companies. “During years of strong economic stability, minor abuses of the established business
codes were tolerated.”
“There are fewer decision makers that can participate in correcting improper decisions by
CEOs,” said Spitzer. “Officials lacked the
moral fortitude to enforce the law.”
He cited Former New York Senator Daniel
Patrick Moynihan’s concept of “defining
decency down,” which basically says that
seemingly harmless belligerencies can snowball into more horrific ones as we are gradually
desensitized to the boundary between, simply
put, what’s right and what’s wrong. Eventually,
these insignificant abuses led to more flagrant
violations of ethics codes. It became easy to
disregard the trust of the employees, stockholders and the rules of decent conduct.
The main difficulty stems from the reluctance of board members to live up to their
responsibilities. Instead of being absorbed into
the mob’s “group think,” as he called it, and
overcompensating themselves for the guidance
they aren’t bringing to their company, obey the
law.
“Board has been absent.” “The Board simply
has not played the activist role that it needs to
play,” said Spitzer. “The wealth they manage”
he said. “Governance suffered a breakdown in
responsibility.”
The only solution, as Spitzer put it, is the
employment of the “broken window theory of
prosecution,” which means strict enforcement
of law in order to restore the boundaries of
proper conduct.
Nonprofits, the focus of this conference, face

specific challenges when confronting neglectful governance. First, quality board members
are hard to find, as they would be asked to dedicate personal time to the organization.
Monetary incentives to do a good job are illegal
based on statutes that mandate nonprofits to
compensate board members according to their
contribution to the organization. Penalizing
nonprofits that engage in violations would discourage any prospective board members for
they would fear prosecution.
We are going down a path that can unfortunately lead to bad management,” said Spitzer.
Spitzer offered one solution; just as private
sector frauds have been exposed, so too should
public sector indiscretions. The scrutiny of the
public eye holding a firm’s reputation in the
balance and the shock of disclosure would
bring change, but he is concerned as to how
long the effects would last.
“We have proposed some legislation which
would add greater specificity to obligations of
board members.” “It’s our effort to educate
them,” said Spitzer. “I see nothing happening
legislatively.”
The Center for Financial Integrity, directed
by Baruch College Accounting Professor
Steven Lilien, was founded in 2002 with the
goal of driving reforms in the methods of corporate reporting to ensure the fairness intended
in regulation. Its conferences confront issues in
the business world that are of contemporary
concern and will affect the many Baruch students who will soon enter the working world
where they will be confronted by these questions. As Baruch President Ned Regan said, “
We’re trying to build an awareness…of the
standards for business behavior [and] for ethical behavior.”
Eliot Spitzer has served as Attorney General
of New York State since 1999. He is a graduate of Princeton University and Harvard Law
School, and was an Assistant District Attorney
in New York City from 1986 to 1992.
Many large companies sent representatives,
they included The New York Department of
Investigation, The United Way New York City,
The Ford Foundation, Mt. Sinai Medical
Center, Time Warner, The William Randolph
Hearst Foundation, PriceWaterhouseCoopers,
The New York Civil Rights Coalition Smith
Barney and LIPA.
Jennifer Blecher Contributed to this story.

CUNY Tops $287 Million in
Research, Grants and Contracts
NEW YORK, NY -- Major research projects
reflecting the diversity of scholarly interests
across the University have been awarded grants
from foundations, government and industry.
University faculty and staff received a record
$287 million in grants and contracts, according
to the CUNY Research Foundation.
The total for the fiscal year, which covers the
period from July 1, 2001 to June 30, 2002, represents an increase of approximately 29 percent
over the $222 million in grants and awards that
were received during 2000-01. This brings the
five-year total of federal, state, city and private
grants and awards received by The Research
Foundation to more than $1.14 billion. The
Foundation, which is celebrating its 40th
anniversary this year, administers private and
government sponsored programs at CUNY’s 19
campuses.
CUNY Chancellor Matthew Goldstein said:
“This a tribute to our outstanding faculty, who
are conducting ground breaking research and
scholarship in a host of fields including photonics, biomedicine, urban air quality, the properties of quantum magnets, nursing care and the
education and training of New York City math
teachers, to name just a few.”
Research Foundation President Richard F.
Rothbard said: “If the past is truly prologue,
then the best is yet to come. We look forward to
meeting tomorrow’s challenges and opportunities while working closely with our distinguished faculty and numerous public and private clients.”
Ongoing research projects at CUNY cover a
wide range of disciplines, including the backlash of the 9/11 terrorist attacks on Middle
Eastern and South Asian Americans; hurricane
energetics; doctor-patient communication;

attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder; the history of Latin American women; and the role of
taste, nutrition and learning in the development
of food preferences.
Several projects outlined in the annual report
have had a direct impact on the Metropolitan
area and the East Coast:
The National Science Foundation awarded
$19,000 to Brian Schwartz, vice president for
research and sponsored programs at The
Graduate School and University Center,
Physics, to organize a symposium in connection with the 2002 opening in Washington, D.C.
of Michael Frayn’s play, Copenhagen. “The
purpose of the symposium,” Schwartz said,
“was to ensure and expand the involvement of
the general public in the drama of the play. Its
success on Broadway confirms that there is
strong public interest in the major role played
by science and the great physicists in the development of the 20th Century. There is a need to
expand the public’s understanding and appreciation of science, scientists and their impact on
our daily lives.”
Through a $550,680 federal grant, the New
York City Board of Education is funding
Project for Rockaway Youth in Safety and
Education, a three-year program to support
broad-based preventive approaches to violence
throughout the Rockaway community. CUNY’s
Lynne A. Weikart, associate professor at
Baruch College’s School of Public Affairs, and
Prof. Gregg Van Ryzin, are serving as evaluators of the project. They develop outcome
measures; monitor program implementation
and the collection of service-delivery data; collect and analyze statistics and social indicator
See CUNY, Page 5
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It was no surprise to us that Douglas Carmichael was chosen to be chief auditor
of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board. We chose him first. This
award-winning author had been a professor at Baruch for over twenty years, the
kind of world-class professor we actively seek. Because, at Baruch, we believe a
great education begins with great faculty.
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New Policy For Baruch College
Fund Scholarships To Take Effect
By AARON SIEGEL
It was recently announced that the process to
distribute the Baruch College Fund
Scholarships has been altered.
From now on, the Office of Student
Development will inform students if they are
eligible to receive scholarship money.
Decisions will be made by searching the
B.O.S.S. system for those students with the
highest grade point averages in the Zicklin
School of Business, Weissman School of Arts
and Sciences and the School of Public Affairs
in each of the respective majors.
“We will go into the computer and find the top
students in each school,” said Carl Kirschner,

vice president of student development.
The criteria that students will be judged on
are: overall GPA, financial need and extracurricular activities. The awards will be given in
the form of tuition credit and will range from
$1,000 to $5,000 per academic year.
Students interested in finding out more about
the changes in policy can contact Dr. Carl
Kirschner Vice President of Student
Development at carl_kirschner@baruch.cuny.
edu and can find further information at
http://www.scsu.baruch.cuny.edu/scsu/schol/sc
hhome.html. The website contains information
on scholarships outside of Baruch College as
well.

Black History Month Celebration
Honors Historic Song
Continued from front
that still ring true in the hearts of so many Black
Americans today. David Turner, a guest speaker, called James W. Johnson a “renaissance
man” and commended his “outstanding
achievements in quality and range.” Turner, a
student of Morgan State University, said he is
fairly new to the states (just three years since he
has arrived here) but not new to the song.
The words not only stood the test of time, but
reached far beyond the place, Jacksonville, Fl.,
where it was originally written.
“Close your eyes,” said Martia Goodson, professor of Black Studies at Baruch. “And imagine that you are in a church in Mississippi on a
hot summer day in 1963.”
Rosalyn Thompson continued the program
with a short history of the song and explained
the importance of the role that the children of
Jacksonville had on the impact of the song and
on the rest of America. After it was sung in a
local school assembly, the children kept on
singing the song and sent copies of the song’s
lyrics across the other states. Thompson

summed up by saying, “the song took on a life
of its own.”
Seven Baruch students performed, including
Lion Jasmin on piano and vocals, Renee Tumer,
Michael Copeland, Sara Adriama, Stephany
Harris, Chong Sin, and Mauricia Joseph also on
vocals. Their “Voices of Praise” were applauded and received a standing ovation.
Following the performance of Baruch’s own
choir, Goodson introduced the next speaker,
English Professor Bridgett Davis. Davis gave
the audience a personal account of what the
song, as a poem, meant to her. As a sister in a
sorority, she made the pledgees to the sisterhood recite the lines of the poem. “We only
knew the first verse,” she said, and this was a
good way to learn all of the words herself. She
praised the Johnson brothers for their poetic talents and wonderful imagination, calling the
poem “imagination given shape.”
The audience, following the lead of Jeff
Bolding as maestro, sang their own rendition of
the song.

Smith Barney CEO Discusses
Success in the Business World
Continued from front
said.
Krawcheck herself was a stock analyst for
Stanford C. Bernstein & Co. During her time
there, she was ranked number one in her field
by Institutional Investor magazine.
When asked about the criteria of good stock
research reports, Krawcheck replied that analysis is always more important than opinion. A
good research report cannot be rooted in commentary. “Pro-active research” is always
stressed at Smith Barney.
Bartlett concluded the conference by asking
Krawcheck a series of questions that had been
written by and collected from the audience.
“If you were a member of the Zicklin School
of Business’s class of 2004, what would you do
to obtain a position at Smith Barney?,” a
Baruch student asked from the crowd.
Krawcheck suggested sending resumés to the
heads of human resources at various brokerage
houses, but advised applicants to be persistent
and find the right job. Krawcheck herself did
not settle on a career path until the age of 29,

Smith Barney CEO Sallie Krawcheck spoke
as part of the Russell Banks CEO Lecture
Series. (Photo/www.unc.edu/news/newsserv
/archives/oct03/sallyk100303.html)

and was turned down by many major financial
advisory companies, including Merril Lynch,
along the way.
To another question asked, “what single event
do you think molded your leadership ability?,”
the distinguished CEO responded by saying
that the ability to lead comes from being
unafraid to stand on your own. She recalled
how she was largely unpopular in her all-girl
high school. The experience made her comfortable with independence – a trait, she said, that
is absolutely necessary in one who intends to
lead. CEOs of large companies “have few
friends.”
Sallie Krawcheck became CEO of Smith
Barney in October of 2002. In that same year,
Time dubbed her a “Global Business
Influential.” Last year, she was named Fortune
Magazine’s “Most Influential Person Under the
Age of 40.” She holds an MBA from Columbia
University.
Smith Barney is the nation’s second largest
retail brokerage firm, and one of the largest
companies in the world. It has 500 offices and
over 35,000 employees worldwide. Its global
reach extends to more countries than the United
Nations.
One hopeful Baruch business major, no doubt
aware of these extraordinary credentials,
slipped his Baruch ID in with the index cards of
questions.
The Russell Banks CEO Leadership series
will hold two more lectures later this year. The
inaugural lecture was given by Leo Hindery,
chairman of the YES Network, in October. The
intent of the series is “to make the real-life
knowledge and experience of executives a vital
part of [our] students’s learning experience.”
Baruch’s “Executives on Campus” program,
which sponsored the lecture, affords students
and faculty the opportunity to communicate
with “successful role models” from over forty
of the top companies in America.

CUNY Collects Roughly $287
Million In Research and Grants
Continued from Page 3
data; and prepare briefings and reports. They
are working in cooperation with 10 nonprofit
groups and the school system.
Under a three-year, $150,000 grant from
NASA, Michael Weisberg, associate professor
at Kingsborough Community College, Physical
Sciences, is conducting research at the
American Museum of Natural History to understand the evolution of the early solar system
through cosmo-chemistry and the study of
chondrites, a type of meteorite. “Chondrites are

some of the oldest and most primitive materials
available for laboratory study,” Weisberg said.
“They have remained unchanged for over 4.55
billion years. The goal of the research is to distinguish between the characteristics of the
materials formed in the nebula and those
formed from parent-body processes, such as
impact or hydrothermal alteration.”
Descriptions of current projects administered
by The Research Foundation, as well as the
complete text of the Annual Report for 2002,
are available on www.rfcuny.org.

USG Repor ts
On Tuesday, February 10th, the Undergraduate
Student Government (USG) held their second
meeting of the semester.
President’s Report
President Adrian Lovell informed the other
USG members that Secretary Claudia Martinez
stepped down for personal reasons. Martinez
nominated Erica Soto for the position. Soto
accepted and was voted in unanimously.
Therefore, Erica Soto gave up her position as
Head of Campus Affairs.
A new accounting policy was put into effect
concerning the number of accounting courses
taken. This new policy limits the number of
accounting courses to four classes in a twosemester period.
On February 23rd a committee will meet at
Baruch with trustees and the president of the
Graduate Student Assembly for a few hours to
discuss what qualities should be sought out in
finding a new president for Baruch. President
Lovell will not be present for the USG meeting
on February 24th.
Finance
Lower Senator Liliana Chang spoke about
the formation of a new Tae Kwon Do club. The
group asked for $889 to start but received $300.
The budget was passed. A total of twenty-five
people will participate but the number of active
members is 10.
Campus Affairs
Secretary Erica Soto is planning to have a
speaker, Ellin Coupa, come to Baruch. She will
talk to women in particular about topics such as
sex, passion and dating. This event is scheduled for March 18th during club hours.
Soto also informed the USG that she will not
be deciding or nominating someone for the
position as Head of Campus Affairs.
Evening and Part-Time Students
Senator Ibrahim Lawal reported that the
Marketing Expo will be held on March 18th.
The date has been confirmed.
Old Business
President Adrian Lovell covered the report
for which he announced that votes would be
held next week for two upper senator positions,
one day and one evening, and three lower senator positions.
Lower Senator Joseph Hsu stepped down.
Carl Joseph reported that a new prototype
USG website will be available for students
where USG members will virtually be available
for them. This new website includes voice on
web with message boards, and is planned to be
available on March 2nd.
New Business
Undergraduate Student Representative Jodie
Ann Graham spoke about courses being taken
at other CUNY Colleges. Students who need a
course not available at Baruch can register on
the CUNY website to take these courses at
other CUNY Colleges only.
CUNY lobby day will be on March 8th, and
Child Care lobby day will be held March 16th.
Graham reported that there would be a rally
in Albany against recent proposed TAP and
SEEK cuts. Moreover, students are needed to
go to this event.

USG now has its own office in Albany. A current sophomore at Baruch attended the USG
meeting to speak about a problem she had with
the women’s lockers. The student’s clothes
were removed from her paid locker without any
warning and she found her two-hundred dollars
worth of clothes in an unsafe place. She asked
to have an investigation done on issues concerning the locker room and have new rules to
regulate its safety.

By NOEMI TORRES
On Tuesday February 17, the Undergraduate
Student Government (USG) held their third
meeting of the semester.
President’s Report
President Adrian Lovell began his report by
informing his staff that the President Search
Committee will hold its first meeting on
February 24th for an hour. This meeting will
take place in the Conference Center on the 14th
floor; in it committee members will have a
chance to have an intimate discussion with the
Representatives.
Academic Affairs
There have been some issues involving the
USG, leading to a possible discussion of the
initiatives concerning the USG. One of these
issues is the lack of legislation.
Finance
Lower Senator Liliana Chang spoke about a
new club being formed. The name for this new
club is SHOUT (voice out). An amount of
$350 was requested but the club received
$300.
The website for the club is:
www.Baruchvoiceout.com
Old Business
President Adrian Lovell has spoken with one
of the faculty members responsible for the
locker rooms in order to help better the situation occurring there. He was told that is hard to
provide a suitable service to all Baruch students. Lovell asked for students to document
more cases in order to have more validity for
this case.
Lower Senator Brian Philip has bought supplies, for the complaints box. The complaints
box will be ready by next week.
New Business
Marcia McFarlen stepped down from her
position as lower senator because she received
her degree. This was her last day as a student
at Baruch.
The upper senators (day) and one lower senator (evening) were elected. Seven students
showed interest for the positions and the following five were selected.
The new lower Senators (day) are Kelly Ifill,
Nazia (Amy) Sapahal, Chrystal Carlye and
Daniel Slodynsky. The new lower senators
(evening) are Omur Silit.
Lower Senator Keston Barrow was promoted to Upper Senator of Campus Affairs.

By NOEMI TORRES

Corrections
In the Issue 2 article titled “Colum McCann, Baruch’s Fifth Harman Writer-in-Residence,” the
title was mistakenly stated. In fact, McCann is the twelfth Harman Writer-in-Residence to teach
a course at Baruch.
In the Issue 2 article titled, “Cell Phones and AIM Among Computer Lab Complaints,” the sentence: “Other lab rules include no games, drinks, food and students,” was incorrectly edited by
The Ticker editorial staff. Students are allowed to make use of the computer lab as long as they
have a Baruch College ID card.
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Gay, Straight, Muslim, Multi-Ethnic,
Come Together at Laff-O-Rama

Classical Enlightenment:
Creating Love for Literature
By DINA ODNOPOZOVA

Vidur Kapur (left) and Vijai Nathan (right) were just two of the comedians present at “Laff-oRama,” a stand-up comedy show held at Baruch two weeks ago. (Photos/ www.salaamtheatre.org, www.emayalee.com)

By FARAH AKBAR
Imagine asking your mother about sex, only
to hear her tell you that sex is only for prostitutes. Or having to lie to your parents to be out
of the house at 8:30 p.m. and you’re 27 years
old. So joked four comedians at “Laff-oRama,” a South Asian stand-up comedy show,
which took place in Mason Hall on February
5th. This event was part of the month long
MELA festival sponsored, by the Baruch
Performing Arts Center.
Comedians Dan Nainan, Vidur Kapur, Shazia
Mirza, and Vijai Nathan kept a packed auditorium laughing for an hour and a half, joking
about issues such as Indian stereotypes, marriage, terrorism, religion and homosexuality to
name a few. Each comedian shared candid and
personal stories about growing up Desi in the
United States, India, and the United Kingdom,
delighting everyone in the audience, especially
those who were of South Asian descent who
could relate to many of the issues.
The show’s M.C. was Dan Nainan, a halfJapanese, half-Indian comedian. Nainan started the show by asking what exactly makes one
Asian. He says that people have told him that
he was “half-Asian.” “So where do they think
India is, Antarctica??” he asks incredulously.
He also cracked jokes about Indian accents and
grammatical errors many Indian immigrants
make. “What you are doing?” “What your
problem is?” he said in an Indian accent as the
audience laughed. He also delivered a hilarious
imitation of George W. Bush, saying in a southern drawl, “I had no knowledge of 9/11, until
9/11. What if it happened on 7/11? Indians
everywhere would be screwed!”
Next came Vidur Kapur, dancing onto the
stage with Indian music playing in the background. Kapur, who has lived in India, the
U.K. and currently resides in Chelsea began
saying, “I’m Indian, I’m gay, and I’m screwed!
Indians look at me and say ‘he’s gay,’ gays look
at me and say ‘he’s Indian,’ the rest say ‘he’s a
terrorist,” he said as the audience roared in
laughter. He spoke about the racism he experi-

enced at the Greenwich Village Halloween
parade and cracked jokes on Indian men and
women. He also imitated his mother, who disapproves of his lifestyle. “Gay, gay, gay!” he
said in a high pitched voice and a thick Indian
accent. “What is this gay? A trend?”
Shazia Mirza was next. Mirza, who is a
Pakistani, British Muslim woman came on
stage wearing black pants, a black top and a
black hijab (headscarf). With a serious expression on her face which she kept for most of her
performance, she told the audience that she has
lied to her father about where she is, telling him
she’s gone to the library and that he’d be picking her up shortly, poking fun at the typical
conservatism of most Muslim families regarding their daughters. She joked about her hijab,
telling us that in Islam, hair is believed to be a
thing of great beauty and that it’s supposed to
turn men on. She disagreed, saying that no man
was ever turned on by her leg hair. She also
made some edgy jokes about suicide bombers:
“Muslim men believe they’ll get 72 virgins
when they die. What do women get? A day off.”
Last but not least came Vijai Nathan, an
Indian woman who grew up in the United
States. Nathan shocked the audience with her
blatantly open jokes on Hinduism, sex, and dating. She said that she got her big break in the
fourth grade when the teacher cast her as
Martin Luther King Jr. in a play. She talked
about how rappers always thank God when
they win an award. “Can you imagine if a
Hindu rapper won an award? He would go on
and on naming gods and goddesses to thank!”
She also talked about how uncomfortable her
mother was about talking about sex, her mother saying that sex was only for prostitutes or
American girls, not Indian girls. She mentions
how her mother found thongs hanging in her
bathroom and she had to lie and tell her mother
that they were scrunchies.
Overall, “Laff-O-Rama” was a very funny
show. Anyone who is first generation
American, no matter where their lineage originates, will definitely be able to relate to some of
the jokes.

You Won’t Be Alone Anymore
With BaruchSingles.com
By DIMITRIOS FRAGISKATOS
In a commuter school like Baruch, many
would agree that it is often difficult to find a
compatible mate. With this idea in mind, a
viable means of matchmaking was created:
www.baruchsingles.com. Allegedly it’s the best
place for Baruch students to meet outside of the
classroom, clubs and the general Baruch vicinity.
Upon logging on to the site and perusing what
it has to offer, it is evident that at the very least,
the site does manage to maneuver around formalities. Listings of each person’s interests as
well as pictures of available singles help those
searching to find what they’re looking for.
In order to be registered on the site, you must
submit your e-mail, but thankfully it’s not
available for everyone to see. A cute addition is
the ability to send kisses to someone, but this
feature is only available to registered users.

However, you do not have to be a member to
use the site.
One particular shortcoming on this site is that
authenticity is not guaranteed. Since a student
ID number is not needed to create a profile, it is
very easy to create a profile for someone else,
even without their consent or knowledge. In the
end, this site may not make dating easier but it
is, at least, another option.
How succcessful will it be? It simply depends
on how many people log on, which depends on
how many people are aware of it. Despite this,
I higly recommend this site. You only give the
information you need and anything you choose
to add. The worst that can happen is receiving
unwanted e-mails, and which single doesn’t
already get those?
To check out other Baruch singles, or to create
a profile log on to: http://www.baruchsin
gles.com
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If you were to imagine a public square in
Sicily in the middle of the 17th century, what
landscape would come to mind? A serene
deserted court with buildings “de corporibus
regularibus” from Italian Renaissance paintings
of the Ideal City? Or, a busy social place penetrated with daily hassles and unsavory gossip
that are nevertheless savored by the inhabitants
of a small town in Sicily, or, a romantic plaza
intended only for unexpected love affairs? The
space for our fantasies has no boundaries.
Jonathan Bernstein, director of the dramatic
reading The Bungler, held on February 9 in
Engelman Recital Hall, decided to keep these
boundaries open. He chose to stage the reading
of the play in a manner that would empower
both the actors and the viewers to complete the
images of Sicily, where events of The Bungler
developed.
Bernstein’s presentation of The Bungler, was
done in a contemporary way, which required
neither decorations nor artistic costumes. An
empty stage and casual attire conceded to the
director the right to withdraw signifiers of time
and space, and entitled the actors alone to create the timeline and background through words,
gestures and poses. The actors in The Bungler
were therefore emancipated from the canons
that Moliere and his troop had to comply with.
They were free to interweave the universality
of the classical play with aspects of contemporary aesthetics. For instance, Catherine
Mueller, whose heroine, “Hyppolyte,” was
endowed by Moliere with flaws that are peculiar to women of all ages and times (jealousy

and inclination to flatter), turned her character
into a typical, contemporary woman. Her gestures and tone entangled Molierian language
and wrested out a new, more contemporary sensibility from the words that were written centuries ago. She made it easier for the audience
to embrace the sense and humor of the text. The
same was done by Christopher Evan Welch,
whose almost eccentric endeavors to transform
his character, “Lelie,” with his candid naivete
and clumsiness into a contemporary character
made the audience laugh many times.
“Mascarille,” inimitably played by David Pittu,
deserved the audience’s genuine favor not only
because his wit and humor proved to be universally respected, but also because of the
unfeigned charms of his personality.
The actors of The Bungler succeeded in
attaining a convoluted task. Not only did they
make this great work of literature appealing for
the contemporary viewer, but also progressed it
into a larger project: the process of implanting
and cultivating love toward the classics. The
reality is, unfortunately, the classical aesthetic
associated with the traditional, conventional
and stable, often provokes misunderstanding,
which may result in the loss of interest toward
classical literature. But Bernstein and the actors
of The Bungler seemed to have a keen understanding of their audience, and, having perhaps
pondered the demands of the viewers, they
attuned the great play to the moods of the contemporary public. In this, they were much like
Moliere, who considered the hopes of his society and created works that nurtured its aspirations and wishes.

Valentine’s Day Dating Game
Serves Up a Hit At Baruch

Winners of the game Alex and Sergie seemed to make quite the pair. (Photo/ Cindy Young)

By BORIS ABRAMOV
Love is in the air! It seems like cupids are all
over the place, in full force, getting us with
their arrows of love. Valentine’s Day is a historical holiday. It is widely regarded and
according to encyclopedia.com, it comes from
Rome where it was devoted to the death of St.
Valentine. In those times he was associated
with the coming of lovers under less than perfect and often stressful conditions. Since then
Valentine’s Day has become an ever-growing
phenomenon with people showing their feelings and love on this very special day. Although
not everyone recognizes this holiday, it is very
pleasant to see people showing affection and
love for one another.
The “Baruch Valentine’s Day Dating Game,”
sponsored by Golden Key, USG, WBMB radio,
and Shop of Style, took place on Tuesday,
February 10, 2004. The venue for the event was
the multipurpose room, there were over 100
people in attendance. The dating game was fun,
although it was a bit difficult to hear the contestants speak about their love experiences.
However, for some there was a bigger reason
for being there or anywhere for that matter -spending the time and thinking about those we
hold dearest to our hearts.
The decorations in the room were beautiful
with bright pink, white, and red balloons and
red and white banners hung throughout the
room. Volunteers from the organizations really
put their hearts into this event. Outside the

room Golden Key officers were selling flowers
and candies. Pink roses were wrapped in beautiful red tissue paper and cellophane. WBMB
radio also offered the opportunity for songs to
be dedicated to loved ones.
Julia Golbina, the president of Golden Key at
Baruch College, was very pleased with the
event as she mentioned after it was over. “I was
very satisfied with the way the four organizations came together and organized everything
during January [winter intercession], and decorated the room under time pressure. It’s great to
see everyone having so much fun,” said
Golbina.
The winners of the dating game, were Alex
and Sergie. As one attendee put it, “It was fun
and they matched very nicely,” referring to the
couple.
The program for roses to be given “from secret
admirers worked nicely,” said Ana Pazo, the
executive vice-president for Golden Key. “All
money will be donated to Golden Key volunteer programs that are for charitable organizations.”
An event with such meaning and purpose, fun,
creativity, and diversity, was the place to be two
weeks ago where one lucky couple walked
away with comedy tickets and a dinner. Just
another day at Baruch, where the American
dream still works, and you can get a nice date
as well. For more information about upcoming
events, contact Boris Abramov, Golden Key’s
VP of Marketing, at SlickB04@yahoo.com.
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The Revolving Door of Government
Each spring, Baruchians are given the chance to elect those students whom they deem
will best represent their interests. These choices manifest themselves in the form of political
positions on the student government, lasting for a term of two semesters.
It is likely that those who were matriculated students during the Spring 2003 semester
recollect the drive and fervency that propelled the tireless campaigning during the
Undergraduate Student Government elections. In the end, 20 students were elected to positions
ranging from president, vice-president, secretary, treasurer, and a host of upper and lower senator positions.
During the past fall semester when these 20 elected students took office, many changes
began to occur and have continued into the current spring semester. What changes are these?
Out of the 20 students who were elected to office, only 11 of this original group have retained
their positions up to the current point in time. This includes five open spots that were filled in
one shot at last week’s USG meeting. In percentage points, this reflects as forty-five percent of
students that have left.
Now, one shouldn’t be too quick to jump to conclusions as to why the turnover rate has
been so high. Many members left for personal reasons. Others graduated. Others found more
exciting things to do than spend a blissful Tuesday evening at 6 p.m. seated at a conference table
in one of the plush chairs in room 3-270.
It is likely that a few of those who left had a legitimate reason for resigning from their
post. But to have almost half of a student government relinquish their position in only a matter
of months, is nothing short of ridiculous. Imagine if half of the elected officials in Washington
D.C. gave up their positions just a short while after taking office -- the citizens of this country
would be not only be outraged, but feel betrayed as well.
Perhaps, those students who voted for these now-disappeared “student leaders” should
feel outraged and betrayed themselves. When these 20 students were elected last spring, this was
done so with the promise that they would carry out their duties and fulfill their promises on
behalf of the student population. Instead, what the undergraduate student body seemed to have
been served with are empty promises and a lack of responsibility and regard.
The constant lack of full representation over the last semester leads one to believe that a
revolving door policy has been implemented within the student government. This has led to a
student government picked by the student government members themselves, rather than the
Baruch student body. In effect, this propels a lack of stability in government that takes away the
proper representation voted for by students. It also leads to the construction of an irresponsible
government that makes major decisions en masse without any opposition.
This is not to say that the current members of the student government have not executed
policies and plans to benefit the undergraduate student population. On the contrary, The Ticker
would like to congratulate those members who have committed themselves wholeheartedly from
day one of their current term, and who continually strive to reach out to the needs of the student
body.
However, as we once again approach another election season in Baruch, an important
lesson is to be learned. As students campaign for government positions in the coming weeks,
each should keep in mind that a government must consist of students who take their positions
because they want to exact change and fight for the rights of their fellow students. But most
importantly, each of the future candidates for office must realize that a government position is
a commitment, and not one that should be taken lightly. The causes of the average Baruch student depend on a government devoted to fighting for the improvement of the academic and
social experience that comes with college life.
With commitment must come responsibility. A 55 percent job, (11 of 20 voted into the
USG) is unacceptable. The Baruch community craves a 100 percent effort. And they should be
rewarded with nothing less.
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Finding A Wife: An Asian Perspective
PHILLIP GONG
Reading Kalimah Priforce’s “Redefining
Beauty: A Black Man’s Perspective” (Feb. 9,
2004, Op-Ed ) was very heartwarming and it
made me reflect upon my own experiences in
the search for love. Love and marriage are two
of my ultimate goals in life and I still consider
them to be a priority.
Unlike Priforce, I grew up interacting with
people from every culture. As a Chinese kid
growing up in Jamaica, Queens, I grew up with
Blacks, Whites, Latinos, Indians and Asians. I
enjoyed the diversity that surrounded me when
I was young, and I enjoy the diversity that is
present here in Baruch. A part of me comes
from each of these different cultures that I have
gotten to know during my adolescence. I
became a basketball player when I was five
years old because the Black kids in the class
introduced me to the game during recess. I love
Spanish baladas by Cristian Castro and
Alejandro Fernandez, among others, because a
girl from my AP Spanish class lent me the
tapes.
Despite the advantages, diversity can bring
confusion to an adolescent. Who should I identify with? Which group should I hang out with
during lunch? Fortunately, I did not have this
problem to deal with. I always knew that I was
Chinese, but I also realized that I could become
close friends with people from different backgrounds. The main question I was troubled
with while growing up was, “What kind of girls
should I date?”
When I was in junior high, I liked the Blacks
and Indians. In high school and college I wanted to date the Hispanics. Though I am Chinese,
I am attracted to the vibrant Hispanic culture.
Like I mentioned before, I love listening to
Spanish baladas on 93.1, the food is awesome
and I even watch the telenovelas occasionally.
Learning Spanish for six years in school also
influenced me to go out with a Latina. At one
point I thought I would not go out with anyone
unless they were Hispanic. However, it did not
turn out this way.
Last year I fell in love with a Chinese angel.
I had never seriously considered going out with
a Chinese girl until I met her. The chemistry
was there and so was the compatibility. We
made each other laugh and we would talk on
the phone for hours. A special kind of warmth
would sweep over my entire body just by holding her hands. Being with her made me realize
that I should not limit myself to dating people
from specific ethnic groups or certain nationalities. Each person is unique and has something
different to offer. What is essential and made
me fall in love is pureness of the heart. One
must be warm-hearted and kind. Personality
(particularly humor) and intelligence are also
important. Good looks don’t hurt either. These
are the qualities of a great wife.
Though we are not together anymore, I still
cherish the moments I had with my ex because
her influence improved me as a human being.
Now that I am single once again, I have plenty
of time to study accounting, play basketball,

work out and of course, be the Sports Editor for
The Ticker. I love doing all these things, (well
maybe not writing journal entries for dilutive
securities) but there will always be emptiness
inside of me until I find a soul mate.
In a sense, I am an old-fashioned Chinese
person. Though I do not believe in arranged
marriages like my ancestors, I do believe that
the search for a wife should begin at an early
age during college. Several people I know
believe that students should only focus on their
studies right now and find a partner when they
get out into the workplace. I completely disagree. Being in college is the ideal time to find
a partner, because there will be little time to
date when you go out to work. Though it may
seem overwhelming at first, balancing schoolwork and being with someone is indeed manageable.
Do not misunderstand me. I do not believe in
getting married at a young age. I believe that
the search for a marriage partner must start
now though, in college. The only relationships
worth getting into are long-term ones.
“Players” may just be satisfied with hooking up
and satisfying their immediate physical urges.
They enjoy not having to deal with the “emotional baggage” that comes with a relationship.
Yet, people who choose to enter into short-term
relationships will only find temporary happiness, will be lonely when the relationship ends
and will then have to find another short-term
partner.
They fail to realize that this cycle of events
will recur endlessly until this person realizes
that he or she should look into a meaningful
long-term relationship. Short-term relationships won't get you very far in terms of personal development. On the other hand, long-term
relations allow you to develop a connection in
which you will explore yourself and your partner; you will understand how people think and
function on an intimate level. These are just
two of the many potential benefits of a successful long-term relationship.
Finding a wife is a slow gradual process.
Therefore, I am urging anyone who is reading
this to begin the search now. For those of you
who already have a partner, I hope you will be
happy together for many years to come. For
those of you who are engaged or married
already, consider yourselves to be the luckiest
group of people on the planet.
Though this may sound like a stretch, since
divorces are frequent, for those of you who are
truly in love, you should consider yourselves
fortunate to have found someone you have an
eternal bond with. For me, the search for my
soul mate continues. Certainly, I’m not looking
for someone to be my wife right now, but I am
looking for someone who I could get to know
better and develop a great chemistry with.
Only later on will I start thinking about, “Can I
live with this person for the rest of my life?” As
for now, I’ll be keeping my ears and eyes open
for that special someone.

Should Racism Still Be An Issue?
DAN MARCHIONE
“I have a dream. My four little children will
one day live in a nation where they will not be
judged by the color of their skin but by the content of their character…” Martin Luther King,
Jr. made that famous speech over 40 years ago.
For some of us that is twice the number of
years we have been alive. But how far has our
nation come in the last 40 years?
City council member Charles Barron will
have you believe we have not made any
progress in the area of racial equality. While
sitting in on a speech from Mr. Barron last year
he proceeded to explain the large economic
inequalities amongst the races within New
York City (a fact few can dispute). However,
he lost all his credibility with his listeners when
he used that time for plugging his own political
agenda and potential run for mayor. He further
distanced himself from the audience when he
mentioned his fear of being in City Hall surrounded by the portraits of white men and how
he feared what might be done to him because
of his skin color (the details of which offended
even me). Mr. Barron showed me the actual
problem with racism today is not the measure
of the progress we have made, but how it is
viewed amongst the public.
While I agree that we have not made as much
progress in racial equality as I believe we
should have in the last 40 years, many AfricanAmericans in power would like to have most
people believe that no progress has been made
at all. I feel sorry that people like Charles
Barron continually force the issue of race into
every situation regardless of their actual intentions. This became especially apparent during
the recent St. John’s basketball scandal. After
the school's president mentioned “culture” as a
potential reason behind the incident, students
created an uproar calling the comments racist
(simply because the students involved were
black). Have we become so blatantly politically correct that the word “culture” is automatically considered an attack on our ethnicity?
I happen to have “fair” skin. Would you call
me white? Most likely. I do not like to make
that distinction. I listen to hip-hop, wear baggy

clothes, and love playing street ball. Do I consider myself immeasurably different than other
people with similar tastes who have darker skin
that me? No. Do they consider me any more
different than them because of the color of my
skin? No. I would like to believe that our generation has made that step pass differences
based on race, religion, and any other such
characteristics. A school like Baruch can teach
the world a thing or two about interpersonal
relationships. We have students from nearly
every nation around the world. We have
almost every religion represented in our school
in one way or another. Do we peacefully coexist? Absolutely!! And we do it through compassion and an understanding of each other
despite our differences.
If you are reading this article at school, take
a moment and look around you. Take in the
sight of the people around you. Look at their
skin color. Look at their hair. Listen to their
accents. Now realize you are all students in
Baruch College. An incredibly diverse institute of higher learning located in the most
diverse city in the world. Understand that this
is exactly what makes this country so incredible. The opportunities afforded to all of us
regardless of being African-American, AsianAmerican, or Italian-American. The division
of society based on our colors and heritages no
longer need to exist. Our nation does not need
to be split up against itself. We need to realize
that we are in fact all unique and have special
qualities related to our respective cultures.
And we should celebrate these differences
because we are all still human. Are you proud
of your heritage? You should be regardless of
whether it originates in the Republic of
Georgia, Ireland, South America, or any other
region of the world. Am I proud of my
European heritage? You had better believe it.
But I am even prouder to live in a country that
does not need to make these divisions in society based on nominal differences. I am proud
to be an American; no hyphen needs to be
added.

Gym Is For Everyone, At Any Time
JENNIFER BLECHER
If you’ve happened by the gym recently, you
might have noticed a little piece of paper on the
wall stating that the gym will be closed during
certain times during the week. “Sorry for the
inconvenience.” The reason? Gym classes.
“Are these credit-bearing classes?,” you ask.
Well yes they are. Apparently the fine institution of Baruch offers two credits to motivate
your fat ass into losing weight. For the low
tuition price, you get the ARC fitness center all
to yourself for 90 minutes. Now stop and think
for a second. Does this really make sense?
The gym is open all the time, and, were it not
for the class, would be open during those times
as well. So really, anyone who signed up for
that class could hypothetically be in the ARC
during those times, pumping some iron and
burning those extra calories.
So now, you might ask, what is the point of
the class? The only answer I can give is that it
gives some free credits to a bunch of truly lazy
human beings who are trying to eke out a college education with bogus credits. Anyone who
paid the tuition could have easily paid a real
personal trainer for a few sessions to learn
everything they’ll be spending a whole semester on. So much for motivation.
The worst part about all this? During these
times the gym is closed to people who actually
do want to work out. I’m taking 18 credits and
I still get myself to the gym every day. There
are plenty of others like me. Why don’t these
people quit mooching credits and go on their
own?
Instead, students and paying members alike
are humiliated into having to “ask for permission” to use the gym during these times. But
there is one exception though. Varsity athletes.
Who cares if you want to lose weight or
improve your fitness level, or in my case, pass
the Army PT test so I’ll be physically fit in case
I am called to do something insignificant like
defend the country or something. Good way to

show everyone that athletes really don’t get
special treatment.
The professor’s attitude is that no one should
be upset about these closings because, after all,
the gym is open from 7 a.m. to 10 p.m. all week
long. Well, Professor, why did these students
sign up for this class (besides the fact that they
are lazy and unmotivated)?
There’s this concept called convenience. Yes
the gym is open all those hours, but people
have all sorts of other things occupying their
time, like classes, work, hour-long trainrides,
family matters, etc…
For some people, like myself, it is more convenient to go to the gym in midmorning. It fits
in my schedule, in the same way the class fits
in the schedule of the 35 or so people who
signed up for it. It’s unnecessary and impractical to ask people to change their whole schedule around so a real honor student can learn
how to use the leg-press machine. But I must
admit, those little illustrations on the machines
are so confusing!
Here are some other ideas for classes. Why
not Food-Appreciation 1000? Students will
learn to navigate through the confusing cafeteria and enjoy the different delicacies available
at each counter. Don’t forget though, the cafeteria will have to be closed for two hours a day,
but no complaining! It’s open the rest of the
time! Or Toilet Facilities Awareness 1000?
Equally complex, but non-class members will
have to hold it in. This class will require
intense concentration and no one can enter the
bathrooms while students are learning. I know
it sounds ridiculous but this really is just as
dumb as the gym class.
I hope the administration will realize the
pointlessness of this class and cease to offer it,
or at least not let it impinge on other students
who actually make time in their day to get to
the gym.

The opinions expressed on the Op-Ed pages are those of the individual writers, and do not necessarily represent the opinions of The Ticker editorial staff. The Ticker accepts only
typewritten and signed opinion pieces of no more than 750 words from Baruch College students. Publication of Op-Ed articles is contingent upon an editorial board vote. Letters
must be no more that 350 words, typewritten and signed. Unsigned letters will not be published. However, when appropriate, names will be withheld upon request. Writers
should provide day and evening telephone numbers. All submissions are subject to editing for space and clarity. Address all opinion pieces and letters to the Op-Eds editor.
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This Time The Miracle Is On The Silver Screen
By AARON SIEGEL
The silver screen has never made the emotion
behind a blocker’s save more real and combined it with the uncertainty of the Cold War—
until now. In Miracle, actor Kurt Russell delivers an inspired and impassioned performance
as Team U.S.A.’s Olympic Hockey coach Herb
Brooks in the Walt Disney Picture directed by
Gavin O’Conner.
The 1980 United States Olympic hockey team
comprised of 20 inexperienced college hockey
players rises against the well-seasoned and
accolade laden team from the former Soviet
Union. O’Conner intertwines this theme of
delectably tangled hockey with events on the
global rink of gargantuan proportion.
Little known co-stars Noah Emmerich (assistant coach Craig Patrick), Patricia Clarkson
(Brooks’ wife), Eddie Cahill (goaltender Jim
Craig) and Patrick O’Brien Demsey (team captain Mike Eruzione) each paint the picture of
Brooks (University of Minnesota hockey
coach) as a workaholic who strives to turn his
squad into a cohesive unit of hockey players.
The movie focuses on Brooks, a family man
living in Minnesota in June 1979. He is offered
an interview from the United States Olympic
Committee in Colorado Springs, Colo. to coach
the 1980 U.S. Olympic hockey team at the
Lake Placid Games and is accepted for the
position a couple of days later. Brooks quickly
assembles a team of United States hockey players, choosing from those who try out based on
how they would fit into his new revolutionary
system of play and not talent alone. At many

The United States of America has cause to celebrate, pulling off a “miracle” against all
odds, beating the Soviet Union in a hockey game in the film Miracle. (Photo/
www.ofoto.com)

times throughout the movie, Brooks has to separate teammates from frequent feuding and onice scuffling. He runs his team through a battery of excruciating drills, constantly questioning the players who they played for before
Eruzione proclaims, “Mike Eruzione, United
States of America.” The statement unites the
team and makes Brooks efforts successful.
The movie includes constant references to the

Dom Kulturi Makes Noise
In Sheepshead Bay
By BIANA GRABCHAK
Dom Kulturi, when translated into English,
means “House of Culture.” It is also a newlyopened nightclub located in the heart of
Brooklyn’s Russian community (Emmons
Avenue and Bragg Street). Situated only three
blocks down from the widely-known Russian
nightclub Heaven, Dom Kulturi has recently
started to give its infamous competitor a run for
its money. Admission is $20 and a free drink
ticket is available with this cost. However, their
competition, Heaven, offers two free drink tickets for the same price.
The parking situation at the club is absolutely horrendous. There is valet parking, but why
have someone else handle your car when you
can park it yourself? The expected wait is
around 35 minutes. Taking shelter from the
cold inside the club is a relief, but being submerged in a sea of teenagers is not pleasant.
Most girls seem much younger than the guys,
and the crowd in general appeared to be underage.
The place is cozy, but very small. The bar is
located by the door, making it a little difficult to

pass through the club. The place gets very
packed, with a lot of crowding by the bar. To
the left of that is the dance floor, and around it
are tables for private parties and birthday celebrations.
Past the dance floor is the coat check/ bathroom area. By the time one arrives, there are
no more hangers available, so one ends up having to leave the coat on someone’s chair.
Waiting on the line to get the coat back would
have taken about an hour.
The bathroom can make the highlight of an
entire night. The ladies room gets flooded from
time to time. However, once it is cleaned, the
design proves to be quite remarkable. The mirrors connect the ladies room to the men’s room.
They are two-way mirrors, through which you
can see into the bathroom of the opposite sex.
Don’t get too excited, you can’t see into the
stalls. Right outside the bathroom is a door that
leads outside into the smoking section.
Overall, the place is very inviting, though a
little small and overcrowded. With a mix of
Russian pop, reggae and American dance,
Dom Kulturi provides an atmosphere that
pleases all despite the drawbacks.

Dom Kulturi is one of Brooklyn’s hottest new clubs. Make sure you have your ids ready;
they have a bar. (Photo/ Nikolai Komissarov)

impeachment of President Richard Nixon,
protests over the Vietnam war, and the disco
revolution. It also portrays the Oil Embargo of
the late 1970s with a scene of a long line of cars
waiting to enter a gas station, the Iran hostage
crisis, and culminates with the Soviet Invasion
of Afghanistan in 1980 amidst the onset of the
Cold War.
An anti-communist sentiment is prevalent

throughout the film. It is especially palpable
when a banner that reads “USSR: Get the Puck
out of Afghanistan,” is unfurled at an exhibition
game at Madison Square Garden three days
before the Olympic games open.
The Olympics follow, as the United States
reaches the semi-finals to face the USSR.
During the Olympics, pressure is mounting
before game time in hopes for an American victory embodying more than sport itself. The
nationalism-filled scene combines a rowdy
crowd chanting “U.S.A.” in the cozy Lake
Placid arena with an intense and well-acted
hockey game. The action builds up to Mike
Johnson’s goal, which gives the United Sates a
4-3 lead. The final 10 minutes of the game
morph into an artistic masterpiece.
The final minutes of the movie include a dedication to Brooks (who also coached the New
York Rangers, Minnesota North Stars, New
Jersey Devils, Pittsburgh Penguins and the
2002 Team USA), who passed away on August
19, 2003 in an auto accident in his native
Minnesota.
The on-ice action scenes in the movie are
genuine and the cinematography and intensity
are consistent with the play at a professional
hockey game.
After 135 minutes, one walks out of the theatre feeling uplifted and fulfilled as
Aerosmith’s “Dream On” serenades throughout
the cavernous walls of the theatre. A screening
of Miracle can boost up the viewer and give
one the ability to dream. The movie opened
nationwide on February 5, 2004.

50 First Dates But Still No Action
By VICTOR WEIQIANG CHU
50 First Dates starts out on a decent note Adam Sandler being himself, until he becomes
entangled in his own game of one night stands.
Not being able to take it any further, Henry
Roth (Adam Sandler) meets Lucy (Drew
Barrymore) a normal girl with a cute smile -until he finds out that she has a serious mental
disorder.
The plot is simple, but with a twist. Sandler
has to win her over – every single day, because
she has an Alzheimer’s like disorder following
a car accident she was involved in the previous
day. This addresses some moral issues: how
should a person with poor short-term memory
be treated? This movie may remind you of the
theme in Memento, or maybe your octogenarian grandmother. The message? Respect anyone
with a mental disorder. Perhaps one day you
will have to deal with it.
Instead of confronting Lucy about her condition, Lucy’s father and brother deprive her of
this knowledge. She is tricked everyday thinking it’s her father’s birthday, which is the last
day she has any recollection of before the accident. Life never changes for her. Frustrated,
Henry tries to break this illusion, convinced

that one day she will realize she isn’t the same
as before.
The movie features breathtaking scenery in
Hawaii. Some of the widescreen angles utilized
in this movie are reminiscent of exotic beaches
in vacation magazines or postcards. With an
abundance of lush trees, 50 First Dates is a
great movie to look at. The movie also excels
in its selection of music. The relaxing soundtrack featuring 311, UB40, and Ziggy Marley
creates an ambient mood.
After Lucy dumps Henry following an argument, he storms off. Yet, 50 First Dates affirms
its status as a chick flick as Henry crawls back
to Lucy, which is bit disappointing as it throws
everything out of balance. If Henry were not to
go back to Lucy, it would adhere to its own
rules of physics – that is, physical attraction.
This movie does have its chuckles here and
there, but overall, it’s an average comedy.
There aren’t any slap-your-knee laughs, but
there is a lot of mildly funny jokes and slapstick humor, like Sandler singing and crying at
the same time. If you like Sandler and his
antics, check it out. If not, you can always see
another comedy.

Drew Barrymore and Adam Sandler co-star in the new romantic comedy 50 First Dates.
(Photo/ www.hollywood.com)
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You’ll Learn Plenty From The City Of God
BY STEVEN PEARL
City of God, a Portuguese film with English
subtitles, was a huge success, especially in
Brazil, and was a Golden Globe nominee for
Best Foreign Language Film. Based on a true
story, it is the tale of Brazilian slum children
involved in a desperate world of drugs, violence, and danger. Brazilian director Fernando
Meirelles based his film on Paulo Lin’s novel,
Cidade de Deus. The main character in City of
God is not a person, but a place. City of God is
a poor housing project, full of small shacks
known in Brazil as ‘favelas’ that were built in
the 1960s and became some of the most dangerous places in Rio de Janeiro by the early
80s. The film’s plot develops through flashbacks during three decades, following the
development of a gang war.
The film contrasts two children growing up in
the slums of Rio de Janeiro. One, Li’l Dice,
who is later known as Li’l Ze, becomes a drug
lord, rapist, and mass killer. Ever since he was
a kid he dreamed of becoming Rio de Janeiro’s
most dangerous criminal. The other, Rocket,
who is the narrator of the film, becomes a photographer and it is through his eyes that we see
the world in which they live.
The first section of the film is set in the 1960s.
Rocket is a poor black kid, too weak and scared
to ever enter the gang world around him. He is
only a child when he sees a photographer at
work and decides that this is what he wants to

The Tender Trio are robbing a truck of its propane gas. Later they’re all killed one by one.
(Photo/ www.hollywoodjesus.com)

do when he is older in order to find his place in
life. Three friends known as the Tender Trio are
also introduced into the plot; they rob motels
and gas trucks. Younger kids watch these
“cool” teens and learn all to well, especially
Li’l Ze. He dreams of becoming Rio de
Janeiro’s most dangerous criminal. By the 70s,
Li’l Ze is already guilty of a number of deaths

and is slowly becoming a gang leader. He soon
realizes that the real money is in the cocaine
and marijuana business, which begins to prosper very quickly. It is during the 80s that he
becomes the most feared and respected man in
Rio de Janeiro. His best friend Benny is the
only one that keeps him semi-sane.
Rocket, a sensitive kid looking to escape the

The Phantom of the Opera
Is Still Haunting Broadway
By ADAM DAYAN
With seven Tony awards in hand, $3.2 billion
in worldwide ticket sales, and reaching 100
million viewers around the world (ten million
in NY alone), The Phantom of the Opera has
become the second longest-running production
in Broadway history. Going into its 17th year of
production, it reached its milestone 6,681 performance on February 4, 2004, thereby surpassing Les Miserables at the number two spot.
The show’s success is certainly no fluke and is
the most successful stage musical of all time
with good reason.
Phantom of the Opera tells the story of a
masked man who comes to haunt the Paris
Opera House. Lurking in the catacombs
beneath it, the disguised figure becomes enamored of Christine, one of the innocent young
performers of the opera. Entranced by his love
for this girl, the phantom aims to raise his dear
Christine to the ranks of stardom and, in turn,
begins to cast terror upon the rest of the Opera
House.
Communicating with the production crew by
means of dark and threatening notes, the show’s
antagonist makes his demands: A particular

The phantom and his infatuation sing about
their love. (Photo/ www.bwayrose.com)

seating area in the theatre is to be left empty for
him; Christine is to be promoted to the lead
singing role; etc. When his orders are disregarded, the members of the Opera House learn
that there is a price to pay.
The momentum of the show begins to pick up.
Some of the performers are struck dead. In the
middle of a rehearsal, the chandelier (weighing
900 lbs. and comprising 600 beads) comes
crashing down. The ominous music begins to
play in the background and the flickering of the
lights establishes the kind of tension that
nudges you to the edge of your seat.
When the phantom sweeps Christine out of
her dressing room and away from the theatre,
the two begin a journey underground. This
scene is especially well orchestrated, as fog
(created by the extensive use of dry ice) fills the
air to create the mystery of night and scores of
candles rise from the ground to make the setting vastly eerie.
In his underground lair, the phantom introduces the woman he wants as his wife to her
bridal gown and proceeds to serenade the love
of his life. Along with the sound of his piano
music, he delivers a caveat: “Do not lay hand
on my mask.”
He continues to play on and her curiosity continues to mount. So consuming does it become
that she cannot resist; reaching for the mask,
she reveals his hideousness. His face is grossly
deformed, the wonderful, wavy hair that he displayed is nothing more than a couple of wisps,
and her image of him is greatly distorted.
Feeling completely exposed and utterly debilitated, the grotesque figure hits the ground with
no energy to stand. He writhes in pain and
questions why she had to disobey him.
Overcome by a gamut of emotions, she
becomes faint and passes out.
The show moves on and the phantom’s desire
for this woman escalates along with his vulnerability. Raoul, the other man infatuated with
Christine and informed of the phantom situation, resolves to put this nightmare to an end.
Standing up to the phantom, he saves Christine
and the two quickly scamper to safety. As the
performance comes to an end, the phantom
drifts off into the darkness and the only thing of
his that remains is a tragedy-laden mask.
The music, the lights, and the palpable electricity of this production are what make it what
it is. The story is moving, the performance is
riveting, and the experience is memorable. In
its 17th year on Broadway, The Phantom of the
Opera plows on in pursuit of that coveted number one spot with only Cats (18 years and 7,485
performances) in its way.

menace of the streets, recounts the history of
several characters and tells their compelling,
interlocking stories throughout the film. Rocket
explains the histories behind certain characters
and situations, and fills in just enough gaps to
let us know what chains of events lead people
to where we see them, and what feelings come
into play. We follow Benny, who becomes a
gangster drug dealer but eventually becomes a
hippie and wants to get out; Anjelica, the girl
Rocket adores but who ends up finding love
elsewhere; and Knockout Ned, a man who gets
mixed-up in violence after finding himself in a
hunt for revenge; and of course Li’l Ze.
We see these characters grow up, change, and
evolve and by the end of the movie, we form a
connection with them. The stories interlock to
explain the motives behind the gang war. As
Li’l Ze grows older, he becomes the most
deceitful, dangerous, and feared drug dealer in
the city, heading an army of killers ranging
from as young as nine to 14 year olds. When
Li’l Ze rapes the girlfriend of Knockout Ned,
one of the few good guys left in the City of
God, Ned seeks revenge. Ned joins forces with
Carrot, Li’l Ze’s rival drug dealer, which leads
to an all-out gang war. Rocket redeems himself
by becoming a photographer. His pictures start
landing on the front pages of the newspaper.
All in all, City of God is a powerful film
which promotes an anti gang violence message
that is sure to resonate within its viewers.

Expressions
Using
Just like a Nicotine addict,
I would breathe you in.
Inhaling all the toxins,
Even if it makes me ill.
I would inhale all the pain,
Just to exhale you as waste.
Releasing dose I obtain,
I’m addicted to poisonous taste.
My body I would sacrifice,
Yet, I’ll never bare my soul.
There is a very high price,
To reach my hopeless goal.
Bearing my addiction,
I crave the rush you give.
I am my own contradiction,
Reaching Nirvana I live.
You can raise me above all other,
Just so you can see me fall.
And again I would find another,
I’m not hurt, not wounded at all.
By Kati Butnop

Broken Arrow
A couple walks down the street. The clickclack of her shoes is matched with the shuffle
of the change in his pocket. They walk hand in
hand, arm in arm. Not a sliver of daylight can
break through the bodies. The sweet candy flavor of renewal is upon them.
A soft, white, long feather drops before them,
unheard. They walk past bakeries, jewelery
stores, seamstress shops, and flower shops. He
winks at her. She smiles at him with her paleblue eyes.
A young, tall, redheaded woman walks by the
couple. Her rhythm is fast, like a new clock.
The young woman smiles at the man. He lets go
of his lover’s hand.
By Anna Skylarsky

Get Over It
What if yesterday was today,
And you really meant it when you said everything would be ok.
What if everything I did wrong was right,
Then between me and you everything would

be alright,
What if you didn’t analyze everything that I
would say,
Then we would be ok, because our hearts
wouldn’t stray,
What if, what if, what if the sky weren’t blue,
That’s a fact and it’s a fact we’re through.
So get over it.
By Skills still be Critical

Improv
Today’s a good day. Why?
Because I’m such a good guy
I smile at everyone I see
And I know everyone wants to be like meFrancis Li
I play basketball in the fall
Because my mom couldn’t take me to the mall
My skills are raw like mad cow beef
And I smoked a leaf between my teef
It was green, yellow, and brown
The ball I dribbled was round
But not on the mound
Because this isn’t baseball;
This is straight streetball
In the fall
Today’s a good day
Says Andy Ray
By Andy Ray Wong

All Over Your Body
I wish it lasted longer, I know I tried my best
To keep our loving going, until we needed rest
Until we needed zest, or a breath of fresh air
I wouldn’t even let you breathe, and you
wouldn’t even care
It started just like “truth or dare” but there was
no “and” about it
You dared to find the truth and wouldn’t settle
till you found it
The truth is I’m not the man that you wish I
could be
The truth that the man you cared for really
wasn’t me
It really wasn’t my fault, you took me like a
shotty
The effect hit you three times more with me
all over your body
By J to the Mizzo
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Accounting Students!
Save $1,000 or more
on CPA Review!
Send for our brochure:

Park Avenue CPA Review
parkavenuecparev@aol.com
PO Box 664, Chatham, NJ 07928
(800) 696-9258
_ Every class taught live by a full-time CUNY professor
_ Reasonably sized classes so questions can receive personal attention
_ Outstanding comprehensive textbooks and handouts
_ Choice of weekend or weeknight classes (or come to both!)
_ Convenient Manhattan locations

All for a price substantially below the competition!
We are in our fifth year and growing!
Take a look at this exciting and effective program
making your decision on CPA review
E-mail, call or write for information on
Park Avenue CPA Review
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HEY, CHECK OUT
OUR PROPAGANDA

THE MOST DYNAMIC STUDENT ORGANIZATION IS ALWAYS
LOOKING FOR NEW RECRUITS. STOP BY ROOM 3-290 IN THE
VERTICAL CAMPUS, WE’RE THERE EVERYDAY BEING DYNAMIC.
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B eavers’ S e c o n d Half R ally
H a l t e d b y B e a rcats

In Defense Dominated Game,
Bearcats Score Enough To Win
By SHAN-SAN WU

Bearcats’ forward, Sime Marnika goes up for a hook shot against a CCNY defender. (Photo/
Shan-san Wu)

By SHAN-SAN WU
Role reversal. Déjà vu. Call it what you will,
the Bearcats’ Wednesday night game against
CCNY was almost a carbon copy of their loss
to Hunter last week. But this time it was Baruch
jumping out to the big halftime lead. This time
it was Baruch who made the big plays downcourt to hold off a valiant comeback attempt by
the home team.
And this time it was Baruch who walked off
the court in hostile CUNYAC territory with a
huge conference win.
“Poise, free throws and defense,” said Baruch
Head Coach Ray Rankis. “That’s how we won
today.”
The Bearcats flashed all three of those championship traits early, pushing the ball hard and
taking the game straight to CCNY right from
the start. The Beavers appeared to be caught
flatfooted at times by the aggressive Bearcats’
running attack and long passes down court, that
often resulted in high-percentage shots.
In contrast, CCNY had no answer for a stifling defensive effort from Baruch in the first
half. Their ball handlers, denied room inside to
make plays, were forced to circle the perimeter
and into scoring attempts that often fell wide of
the mark. Of the 32 shots hoisted by CCNY,
only six managed to find the basket.
“We did a good job of pressuring their best
player, Darryl France,” said Rankis. “We took
him out of his game.”
The abundance of defensive rebounding
opportunities played right to the strength of this
year’s Bearcat squad. Baruch’s frontcourt, led
by Garry Etienne and Sime Marnika, was a factor all night, grabbing its share of rebounds.

On offense, the Bearcats were sonic, fast
breaking down court, and putting away more
than 40 percent of their first-half shots. By
halftime, the score was 36-18 in favor of
Baruch with nothing indicating that the second
half would be any different.
“We tried to increase the pace of the game
from the very beginning,” said Baruch point
guard Jonathan Rosario. “We saw from the
opening tip that we had a chance to run on
CCNY. After that, we just got into it.”
After a lightning steal-and-dunk from
Baruch’s Laurence Smith that took the lead to
40-20 in the second, the home team looked like
it might pack it in for the night. But to their
credit, CCNY regrouped and began chipping
away at what looked like an insurmountable
lead thanks to emotional second half efforts
from Darryl France and guard Avain Guardine.
Baruch made their run late in the second, cutting the lead to single digits as their shots
stopped falling. With less than two minutes left,
CCNY cut a six point Bearcat lead in half on a
3-point shot from France, his only trey of the
game. But a critical penetration basket from
Rosario to answer, combined with excellent
late-game free throw shooting and steady, consistent defense from the Bearcats put just
enough obstacles in CCNY’s path to deny any
kind of miracle comeback that night.
Poise, free throws and defense indeed.
“We fell behind by so much in the first half
that it was hard to come back all the way in the
second,” said CCNY’s Guardine.
Could this game be a springboard for the rest
of the season?
“I hope so,” replied Rankis. “Next week’s
game is for first place.”

In a game dominated by defense, rebounding
and missed shot after missed shot, the Bearcats
kept their playoff hopes alive on the road by
defeating the CCNY Beavers, 46-36, on
Wednesday, February 4, despite making only
14 baskets from the field.
But the Bearcats made them when they counted. And against a taller, athletic CCNY squad,
the Bearcats held more than their own.
“This was an enormous win for us because it
breaks our losing streak,” said Baruch coach
Bob DiNardo. “Our defense played extremely
well.”
Led by recent CUNYAC Rookie of the Week
selections Alexandra Stamatiades (18
rebounds) and Diane Ramirez, the Bearcats
held CCNY to just 14 points in the first half
(six out of 33 from the field).
Helped by clutch long-range shooting from
guard Christine Hermoso, 14 out of 15 missed
free throws from CCNY and an extremely
effective defensive gameplan, the Bearcats
built a ten point lead going into the second half;
it was a lead they would never relinquish.
“We tried to deny their penetration game and
their outside shooting,” said Ramirez. “We settled for letting them post up on us, but we took
away those other two elements of their
offense.”
Left with just their post game, the Beavers
had a difficult time converting baskets and the
extra free throw opportunities that their inside
game created for them. Their leading shooter,
forward Kim Neos, had an especially tough
day, going 1-21 from the field, including 0-9
from 3-point range.
“We did an especially good job of shutting
down their main scorer,” said DiNardo.
Baruch had difficulties on offense as well,
however. Turnovers, 30 of them, dogged the

Baruch Center Christine Klusko getting
ready to shoot a free throw. (Photo/ Baruch
Athletics Department)

Bearcats and kept CCNY in the game. CCNY
made their run late in the second half, cutting
their deficit to five with less than three minutes
to play.
But this time it was Baruch who made the
plays when they needed to. Thanks to an
inspired game from veteran forward Jessenia
Marrero (13 points) who, after being knocked
down on a particularly hard foul in the paint,
got back up and proceeded to fire up her teammates who were able to break CCNY’s press
almost at will and forced CCNY to commit 22
turnovers of its own. In the end, CCNY’s last
minute run to even the score came up far short.
“I think we came out and did what we needed to do today,” said Ramirez. “We’re still
struggling on offense, but it’s starting to come.
It’s definitely an improvement from the beginning of the season.”

Final Basketball Standings
CUNYAC NORTH DIVISION STANDINGS (MEN’S)
#
1
2
3
4
5

College
John Jay
Lehman
Baruch
Hunter
CCNY

(CUNYAC)
W
L
10
3
10
3
9
4
6
7
3
10

(Overall)
PCT.
W
.769
20
.769
19
.692
15
.482
10
.250
7

L
5
6
10
15
17

PCT.
.800
.760
.600
.400
.412

CUNYAC NORTH DIVISION STANDINGS (WOMEN’S)
#
1
2
3
4
5.

College
Hunter
John Jay
Baruch
CCNY
Lehman

(CUNYAC)
W
L
10
3
9
4
8
5
7
6
3
10

PCT.
.769
.692
.615
.538
.231

(Overall)
W
L
15
10
16
8
13
12
11
13
5
20

PCT.
.600
.667
.520
.458
.200
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First Half Struggles Turn Into
Runaway Win For Bearcats
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Men Rip The Heart Out Of
Brooklyn On Cupid’s Day
By PETER KWON

Baruch's Daina Henry (5) denying Brooklyn’s Artisha Haynes (25) from getting the basket
ball. (Photo/ Baruch Sports Information)

By PETER KWON
Baruch’s Head Women’s Basketball Coach
Bob DiNardo came into the Valentine’s Day
game against the Lady Bridges of Brooklyn
College hoping to prevent a letdown from his
playoff-bound team. Many times, in any level
of sports, the Goliaths of the world can lose to
the Davids.
“I was concerned,” said Coach DiNardo.
“We knew that we were the better team, but I
was concerned we would play down to the
level of competition, which we’ve done before.
There was too much at stake in this game.”
The Lady Bearcats (12-12 overall, 8-5 CUNYAC) realized who they were – a playoffbound team, and who they were playing against
– a team playing out the schedule - as they were
able to turn a tightly contested 23-20 intermission score into a 66-46 laughter.
Freshman standout forward Alexandra
Stamatiades led the Bearcats meow with 17
points, four rebounds, and two steals. Firstyear star guard Diane Ramirez had a Jason
Kidd stat line of 13 points, five rebounds, six
assists, and six steals. Sophomore forward
Jessenia Marrero contributed 11 points, four
steals, and some excellent defense. Senior forward Cathy Gonzalez rounded out the Quattro
punch with 10 points and three steals.
The Lady Bridges (5-19 overall, 2-11 CUNYAC) were led by the 13 points and nine
rebounds from 6’ 2” junior center Rebecca
Powers.
The win over Brooklyn gave the Bearcats
four wins in five games going into their last
regular season game against SUNY Purchase
(see coverage on back cover).

It was very much the case that the 22-2 run to
start the second half, which put away Brooklyn,
did nothing to wipe away the Bearcats’ bitterness of their first half play.
“The team itself came out flat. I think we
were all lost, our shots weren’t falling at all,”
remarked Ramirez.
Did the team play down to the level of competition?
“It wasn’t even that,” Ramirez responded.
“Our defense was there the whole time. We
just have a hard time scoring sometimes.” The
Stony Brook transfer goes on, “It looked like
we were trying to rush things [in the first half].
Second half … it was a lot better. We came out
with a lot more confidence.”
Lady Bridges’ Head Basketball Coach Alex
Lang, on the Bearcats second half metamorphosis said, “They just took advantage of our
guards. They didn’t know exactly how to
attack us [in the first half]. In the second half,
they started trapping us.”
On the play of Diane Ramirez, Coach Lang
gushed, “She’s a good player. She’s very good.
I tried to recruit her when I was at City
College.”
Coach Lang, a former assistant coach at the
aforementioned college, tried to recruit
Ramirez when she was at Francis Lewis High
School. Ramirez is currently being touted as a
possible candidate for Rookie of the Year.
“I think if I got it, it would be great,” Ramirez
understated.
The Lady Bearcats now turn their attention to
Sunday’s February 22 CUNYAC quarterfinals
game against CCNY.
“I think we will surprise a lot of people,”
Ramirez said with confidence.

Saint Joseph’s Lady Bears Nip Bearcats
By PIERRE NARCISSE
The Bearcats got off to a great start. They
were obviously very pumped and prepared
to play this game. They got off to a quick
17-point lead in the first half. They got the
lead by getting out in transition on offense
and playing tenaciously on defense. Feisty
guard Diane Ramirez (21 points, seven
assists) led the way. Her ability to penetrate
broke down the defense, creating good shots
for herself and her teammates. Her ability to
pass the ball also led to good shots and fast
break opportunities for Baruch. On the
defensive end they were creating turnovers,
which led to several easy baskets. Many of
these baskets were scored by Jessenia
Marrero (18 points, seven rebounds) and
Cathy Gonzalez (ten points, six rebounds).
The tide would turn late in the first half, as
St. Joseph’s defensive energy picked up after
a timeout by the animated Head Coach
Frank Carbone. The Lady Bears from St.
Joseph started to press and in effect created
turnovers. This led to some easy lay-ups for
them. The Baruch lead would dwindle to
seven by halftime.

The start of the second half was more or
less the same. St. Joseph’s defense was
much more intense as they executed their
plays on offense. St. Joseph is a tough team
and it was expected that they would make a
run. As Baruch’s Head Coach Bob DiNardo
lamented afterward, “They are a very good
team, and I knew that they would make a
strong run.” However, the Bearcats seemed
to lose their confidence when the run came.
They started panicking, throwing the ball
away and their trademark scrappy defense
seemed to lose its bite. Coach DiNardo
pointed out, “We became frustrated that we
had a bit of a scoring drought.” St. Joseph’s
would eventually build a nine-point lead and
seemed heading toward a comfortable win,
but the resilient Bearcats showed their heart
and fought back to make it a two-point game
with six seconds left. However, St. Joseph ’s
Donna Graf hit two unorthodox looking, but
clutch free-throws to put the game out of
reach. Michelle Softy also had a solid game
for them with 23 points. The tough loss
snapped Baruch’s three game winning
streak.

Playing with the same lack of focus as their
female counterparts exhibited in the first game,
the Bearcats followed the cue of the women’s
basketball team equally sluggish first half
effort. However, the outcome proved to be just
as positive; Baruch was able to pull out a 82-74
triumph over the Brooklyn Bridges to cap a
Valentine Day’s massacre in Midwood.
Graduating senior center Garry Etienne
brought his usual solid inside game, producing
17 points while grabbing nine rebounds. Guard
Chris Alesi scored 11 points and had eight
assists. Freshman forward Cheick Fadika,
recently named Rookie of the Week scored 11
points, while CUNYAC January Player of the
Month and Brooklyn resident, John Burzo,
added 10 points and five rebounds.
The thorn for Baruch on this Valentine’s Day
was Brooklyn’s sophomore guard Jeffrey JeanBaptiste, who led the Bridges (4-19, 2-11) with
24 points to go along with five rebounds and
three steals.
When asked about the game, Fadika said,
“We started off pretty slowly. We figured this
kind of game would be easy. I don’t think we
should have started off like that.”
Bearcats forward Sime Marnika was more
forthright on his team’s lackluster first half
effort. “We were just lax because we were playing Brooklyn College. They are not in the
playoffs. We played terrible. If we play like
this in the playoffs, we are going to get
destroyed.”
Men’s Head Basketball Coach Ray Rankis, as
is his rule to discipline players who arrive late,
started the first five Bearcats to arrive on time.
The result was a lineup of five guards – Luis
Fernandez, Ross Feldsher, Chris O’Connor,

Burzo, and Alesi. The more conventional five
man tandem of point guard Jonathan Rosario,
standout freshman defensive forward Laurence
Smith, Burzo, Marnika, and Etienne took the
court to start the second half.
Coach Rankis’ pre-game plan was to run
some new offensive sets in preparation for the
Quarterfinals playoff game against City Tech.
One inbounds play in particular proved to be
the difference in the game.
Deadlocked at 32 during intermission, the
Bearcats came out with an 10-2 run in the first
3:41 of the second half to take a 42-34 lead and
forcing Brooklyn’s Head Basketball Coach
Steve Podias to call a timeout.
“The turning point of the game was the outof-bounds plays. We got beat on three out –ofbound plays. Quite frankly, I am just very
upset we got beaten on all three. In essence, it
was the same way all three times. If you look
back on this game, that was the turning point of
the game. We lost by eight points, and there is
your eight points right there.”
When asked if his team took the game lightly,
Coach Rankis replied, “I would guess so
because some of the guys were late, so that’s
why we started who we started,” Coach Rankis
responded candidly. “The concentration level
wasn’t there. In the second half, the concentration level was there.”
Baruch, with a home victory against SUNY
Purchase the next day (see coverage on back
cover) finished the regular season overall 1510, with a CUNYAC record of 9-4. Their focus
now turns to New York City Tech, their first
round quarterfinal playoff opponent. The
CUNYAC playoffs will be hosted in its entirety by York College.

Baruch Sports Briefs
Women’s Basketball
2/7 Versus Lehman (W 64-49)
2/9 Versus St. Elizabeth’s (W 61-52)
Coming up: CUNYAC Championship @ York
College
Sunday, February 22
Baruch #4 vs. CCNY #5 - 2:15 p.m. (Women)
Men’s Basketball
2/7 Versus Lehman (L 79-62)
Coming up: CUNYAC Championship @ York
College
Saturday, February 21
Baruch #4 vs. New York City Tech #5 - 2:15
p.m.
2003-04 CUNYAC/Con Edison Basketball
Award Winners
Men’s Team
Garry Etienne- (All-CUNYAC First Team)
12.9 ppg, 8.8 rpg, 1.8 bpg
Sime Marnika- (All-CUNYAC Second Team)
11.9 ppg, 10.4 rpg
Women’s Team
Jessenia Marrero- (All-CUNYAC First Team)
16.9 ppg, 3.1 spg
Diane Ramirez- (All-CUNYAC Second Team)
9.8 ppg, 6.2 rpg, 5.8 apg, 4.5 spg

Baruch Rookies Standing Out
Men’s Basketball
February 9, 2004 CUNYAC/CON EDISON
Rookie of the Week Cheick Fadika
(Averaged 6.5 points and 6.5 rebounds for the
week)
Men's Volleyball
Season Record- (3-6, 2-1 CUNYAC)
2/10 Versus York (W 3-1)
2/14 Versus Hunter (L 3-0)
2/14 Versus NY City Tech (W 3-0)
Top Performers
Versus York
King Cheng- 44 assists, ten digs, and six kills
Joseph Son- 18 kills, 27 digs and one assist
Greg Waldvogel- 18 digs and ten kills
Versus Hunter
King Cheng- 20 assists and four digs
Greg Waldvogel-11 kills and 11 digs.
Versus City Tech
King Cheng- 34 assists and 17 kills
Patrick Amihere-18 digs and seven kills
*All the information in “Baruch Sports
Briefs” is provided by Baruch Sports
Information

Upcoming Baruch Bearcats Sports Schedule
Sport

When

Opponent

Where

Men’s
Basketball

Tue. 2/21 @ 2:15 P.M.
Tue. 2/24 @ 7:30 P.M.
Fri. 2/27 @ 7:30 P.M.

CUNYAC Semifinals
CUNYAC Semifinals
CUNYAC Finals

York
York
York

Women’s
Basketball

Wed. 2/22 @ 2:15 P.M.
Wed. 2/25 @ 7:30 P.M.
Fri. 2/27 @ 5:30 P.M.

CUNYAC Semifinals
CUNYAC Semifinals
CUNYAC Finals

York
York
York

Men’s
Volleyball

Mon. 2/23 @ 7 P.M.
Sat. 2/28 @ NOON
Sat. 2/28 @ 2 P.M.

Brooklyn
Hunter
Lehman

Brooklyn
Baruch
Baruch

CORRECTION
In the Issue 2 article titled “Bearcats OutRunYeshiva in Rout ,” the reporter misquoted
Baruch women's basketball coach Bob
DiNardo as saying, “We are complimented
offensively without her [Stamatiades]," referring to the ineligibility of Baruch forward

Alexandra Statamiades. The quote was
improperly transcribed and was published
with the word "complimented." The word
"complimented," was supposed to be stated as
"compromised," changing the meaning of the
quotation. We regret this error.

BEARCAT PROWLINGS
FEBRUARY 23, 2004

Men Medal, Women Place Fourth in CUNYAC Swimming Championship
By ASHLEY O’NEIL
On February 7, 2004, teams city-wide came
to Lehman College to face-off for the CUNYAC Swimming Championships. The Baruch
swim team arrived at 8 a.m. to begin warm-ups
with high hopes for the day’s events. By 10
a.m. the pool, as well as most of the stands, was
filled with people waiting in anticipation for
their teams to begin scoring the points that
would make them "the champs."
The Bearcats started off the meet with a
strong third place finish in the first event, the
women's 200 yard medley relay (led by Joyce
Hsu, Natalie Zalmanova, Barbara Uroda and
Lori Nigro). Although, the competition was
fierce in the next few events, Baruch was able
to take second and third in the men's 200 yard
freestyle, with the help of Howard Liu and
Mark Lan, respectively.
The team's first win came with Christina
Cruz's outstanding performance in the 50 yard
freestyle, with a time of 26:78. Unbelievably,
Cruz's speed was matched by C.S.I.'s Carolina
Wroblewski who also finished in 26:78. Brian
Llido quickly followed with a second place win
in the men's 50 yard freestyle, and Joel Abreu
ended the first portion of the meet second in the
200 yard individual medley.

The officials then gave everyone a five
minute break to catch their breath before jumping into the 100 yard fly. This proved to be
enough for Emrah Ertamay, who shined in this
event taking second and coming in with a time
of 59:11. Minutes later, Cruz swam to second
in the 100 yard freestyle, touching out C.S.I.'s
Wroblewski for the silver. Llido also finished
second in the event with a time of 52:35.
Ertamay took third in the last individual event
of the day, the men's 100y breaststroke.
By the time the 200 yard free relay came
around, all the swimmers were gathered around
the pool cheering their teams on. The Baruch
women's relay, consisting of Nigro, Kimberly
Ng, Brett Siegle, and Cruz, took third place but
the men's relay was really the highlight of the
day. Llido, Eugene Leychenko, Abreu and Er
tamay broke the former pool record and won
with the time of 1:39:29.
At the end of the day, the C.S.I. Dolphins
won the men's gold cup and the Hunter Hawks
took the women's, but the Baruch women took
fourth place and the men took third in the
championships. Although not every Bearcat
took home a medal, congratulations go out to
each team member for their effort and support.

Men’s Basketball Team Ends
Season on a Winning Note
By SHAN-SAN WU
The Baruch men’s basketball team spent all
of the first half trying to take the lead from a
tough SUNY Purchase squad on Sunday
(2/15)at the ARC arena.
They spent most of the second half protecting
it.
Led by the rebounding and overall inside
presence provided by their center, 6’7” Steven
Sage (15 points), the SUNY Purchase Panthers
made the first run of the game, taking the lead
and forcing Baruch to play catch up all period.
The Bearcats, who played listlessly at the outset, trailed by as much as seven late in the first
half.
But Baruch came back, thanks to an inside
presence of its own in the form of PF Sime
Marnika and C Garry Etienne. Together, they
formed a defensive tandem tasked with stopping Sage. A major battle was shaping up
between two teams with similar offensive

Junior forward Sime Marnika launches a
one-handed put-back. (Photo/ Shan-san Wu)

philosophies: get the ball inside.
“I thought Sime did a very good job of
defending the big guy,” said Baruch coach Ray
Rankis. “He’s their best player. He really made
him work hard for everything.”
Playing inspired defense, the Bearcats began
chipping away at the Purchase lead, closing the
gap to three at halftime and pressuring the
Panthers into a series of turnovers to start the
second period. The intensity level rose which
culminated in a jarring collision that sent
Baruch guard Chris Alesi to the trainer’s table.
A hard-fought exchange of points, possessions and sometimes words ensued; one team
desperately clung to a lead, and the other desperately tried to claim it. But slowly, the balance of the game began to tip in Baruch’s favor.
We didn’t play good defense early and we
switched to a zone [defense],” said Rankis.
“Against the zone, they started losing their
rhythm, and we started to slowly build up a
lead.”
The Bearcats finally took that lead midway
into the second on a short hook from Etienne, a
runner from point guard Jonathan Rosario, and
good defense all-around. Suddenly, it was
Purchase who looked listless on the court.
Taking advantage, Baruch extended their lead
to seven with less than five minutes remaining.
Now it was Purchase’s turn to play catch up.
Their inside game, the mainstay of their
offense, had cooled off, but another Panther
was about to heat up.
“Our focus is always to get the ball inside,”
said Panther guard Akantunde HendersonAmare (28 points). “When that stopped working for us, we had to go to other options.”
That option was Akantunde, who almost single-handedly carried the Panthers in the game’s
waning moments, hitting shot after shot from
long range and rallying Purchase to within
striking distance of the lead by game’s end.
But one individual effort was not enough for
Purchase. The Bearcats countered with an overall team effort down the stretch. Aggressive
penetration shots from guard John Burzo (19
points), control of the paint underneath the
Panthers’ basket, and nine consecutive free
throws from Alesi, who returned with a minute
left in the game, closed out SUNY Purchase
and gave Baruch a 78-72 victory in their final
regular season game of the year.
Next up for the Bearcats: a date with City
Tech in the CUNY men’s basketball tournament this weekend.

Members of the first place Baruch men’s relay team. Brian Llido, Emrah Ertamay, Eugene
Leychenko, and Joel Abreu (clockwise from upper left). (Photo/ Baruch Sports Information)

Baruch Women Pummel
Purchase in Season Finale
By AARON SIEGEL
The bright lights of the ARC arena illuminated the court for one last time during the regular
season. Yet, strong defense and lights-out
shooting by the Baruch Bearcats (13-12, 8-5
CUNYAC) put the Purchase Panthers (10-10)
in the dark with an 81-52 drubbing to end the
regular season on a high note and saving the
best offensive performance for the last game.
The evening, “senior night,” honored Baruch
forward Cathy Gonzalez for her three years on
the team.
She received the highest of accolades and a
bouquet of flowers from Baruch women’s basketball Coach Bob DiNardo prior to the game.
“No one works harder than her,” said
DiNardo.
Gonzalez (12 point and six assists), in turn,
honored those in attendance with a hard fought
effort (10 of 11 scoring points and shooting 45
percent) leading the Baruch Bearcats to trounce
the Purchase Panthers.
“I was happy and sad at the same time,” said
Gonzalez, who noted that her on-court intensity remained consistent despite being honored
prior to tip-off. “It was like any other game,
and I give it my all every single game.”
Jessenia Marrero (21 points) led Baruch on
the scoreboard making a trio of three-pointers
and wreaking havoc under the basket.
“Today we came out extra hard and made a
statement,” said Marrero. “I got open looks and
they fell.”
Diane Ramirez recorded a double-double and
was a force igniting Baruch’s strong transition
game (16 points, 10 assists, seven rebounds and
five steals in 31 minutes).

Albana Kransniqui (14 points and 17
rebounds), Carrie Hoskins (12 points and 12
rebounds), and Maggie Junior (13 points and 9
rebounds) were the only bright spots for
Purchase, who finished the night with a dreadful 26 percent shooting performance from the
field.
Baruch came out firing and took control early
on by going on a 15-4 run and reaching an 11point lead only 4:35 into the game. Baruch
continued to drop in points at a furious pace,
scoring 31 points in the game’s initial 10:58.
The Panthers turned the ball over 22 times
during the first half and allowed the Bearcats to
steal the ball 11 times, high tailing it up court
with many miles of open road up ahead. The
pack of Panthers were far behind in the
Bearcats rear view mirror 44-20, after Baruch
finished the half on a 7-0 run.
Baruch continued where they left off in the
first half, going on an 11-0 run with 14:05 to go
in the game to go up 62-28 and eventually
reached a lead as large as 35.
“We played well in both halves and shot very
well,” said DiNardo. “We were able to force
them into many turnovers and our press hurt
them a lot.”
Baruch was in control from start to finish and
the game was the first of the season with 80
points or more on the board. The win completed DiNardo’s third consecutive winning season
and will be the highest seed that Baruch has
started at (fourth) since he took over as coach
in 1999.
Baruch will face-fifth seeded CCNY on
Sunday, February 22, at York College.
Said DiNardo on the team, “If we play well
on offense, we will be a strong team.”

Bearcats shooting guard Jessenia Marrero (15) gets ready to pass to teammate Christine
Klusko (22) down in the post. (Photo/ Aaron Siegel)

